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• DYC dictionary source

段⽟裁 Duàn Yùcái (DYC) compiled an influential Qīng dynasty edition (c. 1815)
of the Eastern Hàn Chinese dictionary《說⽂解字》Shuō Wén Jiě Zì (SW; 1st c.).
SW is the first major standardization of the elements of Chinese writing, and is 
known today mainly from two 10th c. texts, one with 10,724 (Táng) and the other 
with 11,108 (Sòng) lexical entries. DYC's Qīng dynasty edition with 10,706 entries 
collates and annotates the received material, excludes forms appended in the Sòng 
edition, and is a primary lexical source underlying character identifications in later 
dictionaries. For example,《漢語⼤字典》Hànyǔ Dà Zìdiǎn (HDZ; 1986-1990)
with 54,729 entries (including many variants) served as a primary print source for 
development of CJK UI Extension B (Unicode 3.1.0). HDZ mappings are 
represented today in the Unicode Character Database (UCD) by four Unihan 
properties: kIRGHanyuDaZidian, kHanYu, kHanyuPinyin, kHDZRadBreak. Each 
of the HDZ entries from the SW subset begins with either a reference to SW (often 
citing DYC), or else with a cross-reference to such an entry. In common modern 
editions of DYC's text, each of the 10,706 head entries corresponds to exactly one 
Seal form, also represented by modern Sòng-style characters appearing on each 
page of the text, in the header, body, and in appended indexes. These Sòng-style 
characters include the common and variant forms catalogued in HDZ.

• DYC dictionary mappings

Because of HDZ's important role in determining the current UCS CJK repertory, 
and because of SW's prominence in HDZ character identifications, DYC's Song-
style head-entry characters are (for the most part) all encoded in UCS. But encoded 
CJK character variants complicate the mappings: there are often multiple CJK code 
points available for the same abstract character, sometimes following the Seal 
forms stroke-for stroke. My inventory of the characters occurring in SW editions 
began in the 1980s, with results published in 2003 and in HDZ and SBGY Unihan 
properties. Since the publication of CJK UI Extension B (2001) my set of CJK 
mappings for the DYC head entries has been refined using a mechanism developed 
to handle encoded CJK variants, and updated for subsequent CJK extensions. It is 
this data which I propose to contribute now to the UCD.
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• Example Property Values
The following lines (out of ~40,000) exemplify property syntax.
U+3976 kDYC A1-510.441 B0-505.110 D0-505.110 #㥶
U+3977 kDYC B1-503.410 #㥷
U+3978 kDYC B0-512.440 B0-591.121 #㥸
U+3979 kDYC B3-604.110 #㥹
U+397B kDYC C0-514.140 #㥻
U+397D kDYC B3-281.440 D0-502.120 D3-475.150 #㥽
U+397F kDYC B3-369.310 #㥿
U+3981 kDYC A0-515.240 #㦁
U+3982 kDYC B0-358.310 #㦂
U+3985 kDYC B0-504.210 #㦅
U+2279D kDYC B2-505.110 #𢞝
U+22888 kDYC B0-510.441 #𢢈
U+22911 kDYC B3-505.110 #𢤑
U+2295B kDYC A0-505.110 D0-510.441 #𢥛
U+2295C kDYC B1-505.110 #𢥜
...
Column 1 : USV (Unicode Scalar Value, Unihan CJK subset code point); 
Column 2 : property name; edition DYC = 段⽟裁 Duàn Yùcái (1735-1815);
Column 3 : property value, if > 1 entry, ASCII string-sorted and SPACE-delimited;
Comment# : representative glyph of USV, not for published data.
• DYC Mapping Table (example lines)
CIDN DYC.QMV PUAH A B N C?D!E#F   (see p. 5-7)

HDZ (U+3976):

HDZ (U+2295B):
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• Property Value Entry Syntax

Each entry has the form AO-DYC.QMV, matching the following regex (PCRE):
/^[A-D][0-9A-Za-z]-[0-9]{3}\.[1-4][1-9AB][0-5]$/

AO- : 3 characters = 2-letter prefix for Type (A) and Offset (O), + hyphen (-):
AO- : 1 letter [A-D], for the Type of match (Unihan 11.0.0):

A : best match (per stroke);
B : proper match (non-best, proper variant);
C : questionable match (possible/probable);
D : improper match (confusable, DYC lexical source separation).

AO- : 1 letter [0-9A-Za-z], for the Offset (per Type A):
A=[A] : O=[01] : 0 = good; 1= bad (~46 new CJKUI);
A=[B-D] : O=[0-9A-Za-z] : offset per Type A.

DYC.QMV : 7-character mapping =
DYC. : 4 characters, zero-padded 3-digit page reference, + 1 dot (.);
Q : 1 digit [1-4], Quadrant on the DYC page;
M : 1 letter [1-9AB], offset in Q of Main Seal form;
V : 1 digit [0-5], Main = 0, Variant > 0.

The AO- prefix is an addition to the DYC.QMV syntax described in Cook(2003).

•  Use-Cases

The proposed new kDYC property is well-suited for inclusion in Unihan, for the 
very same reasons that other primary lexical (dictionary) mapping sources are 
included. Dictionary mappings determine character identities, and guide developer 
and end-user usage. Those who wish to find the entry for a CJK character in DYC's 
text will be able to query this data, using CJK code points specific to their locale, 
and will easily find the corresponding DYC entry (or entries), in order to look up 
the relevant pages.

In addition to developer and end-user usage applications, this proposed new 
property also provides resources for on-going Seal Script encoding development. 
As described in the introduction of this document, Seal Script repertories differ 
among the various source texts. Production of a unified Seal Script encoding 
requires interoperability of existing implementations, to identify duplicates within 
each source, and to map character identities across sources. Current Unihan 
property data is well-augmented by inclusion of the proposed new property.
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